
 

 
CLUSTER AGENDA 

January 2, 2019 

1:30 pm to 3:30 pm 

Lake Worth Campus 

 

 

 

ITEM 1. Guided Pathways Assessment Activity: 

 

To help the College assess how far along we are in adopting essential guided pathways 

practices, each cluster will use the attached academic portion of the Guided Pathways Essential 

Practices tool to review and discuss adoption of essential Guided Pathways practices. The 

cluster is to record responses in the rubric column titled Scale of Adoption at Our College. 

 

Each cluster will submit the completed Guided Pathways Essential Practices: Scale of 

Adoption Self-Assessment Tool to Jennifer Hudson (hudsonj@palmbeachstate.edu or MS# 51) 

by January 31, 2019.  

 

Discussion: The cluster completed the rubric as requested.  Sophia Munro will send it to Jennifer Hudson. 

 

Source:    The essential practices listed are examined in CCRC’s book, Redesigning America's  

Community Colleges: A Clearer Path to Student Success by Thomas Bailey, Shanna Smith           

Jaggars, and Davis Jenkins (Harvard University Press, 2015).   

 

ITEM 2. Student Learning Centers 

 

Student Learning Centers used to be under the umbrella of Academic Affairs.  They were then 

moved under Student Services.  The cluster believes that they should be moved BACK to 

Academic Affairs. 

 

Discussion: Numerous reasons were given as to why the SLC should be under Academic Affairs:  

• Tutoring directly correlates with classroom instruction 

• Some College Readiness classes require students to go to the SLC to complete 

assignments as part of the course grade.  The SLC staff work closely with the faculty 

regarding the curriculum to be covered in the labs. 

• Like teaching, tutoring is an academic endeavor. 

• One of the learning outcomes for SLS 1501 is that students will become aware of and 

utilize college resources.  The SLC is a major resource connected to the success of 

students, especially first year students who are taking English and Math classes.  

Having the SLC under the umbrella of Academic Affairs supports the communication 

process between SLC staff and academic faculty. 

▪ Students in Magdala Ray’s SLS classes reported that the SLC was one of the top 3 

places on campus to get academic support.  This reflects the students’ belief that 

the SLC is closely aligned with academics. 
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ITEM 3. Orientations on the LW Campus 

 

 Starting last fall, most SLS classes were not provided with a career orientation from the Career 

Center staff.  This was due to the large number of SLS sections and the limited number of 

Career Center staff.  Faculty assumed the responsibility of providing an orientation about the 

Career Center’s services.  Pam Mason-Egan suggested that more resources be made available 

to faculty, especially adjuncts.   

 

Discussion: A discussion regarding orientation videos ensued.  Many videos were made for the online 

SLS class; however, they are not available to all SLS faculty.  Additionally, there is no 

college-oriented (versus campus-oriented) Career Center video and the campus-oriented 

videos do not mention Handshake.  Kalisha Waldon will look into the video situation and 

report back to us.  Faculty were encouraged to upload assignments about career exploration 

and research to the SLS Best Practices site in Blackboard.  Sophia Munro mentioned that in 

the future, there will be modules regarding careers and educational planning linked to each of 

the metamajors (there is a SLS subcommittee working on that project). 

  

ITEM 4. E-books versus Textbook plus MindTap 

 

 Students have the option of buying the textbook with an access code for MindTap at the 

bookstore or purchasing the e-book (which includes access to MindTap) online.   

 

Discussion: Joyce Kevetos asked the cluster members whether they saw any difference in academic 

performance between students using the e-book and students using a traditional, paper 

textbook.  No one reported a difference; however, many agreed that students do not read either 

very thoroughly.  Considering the lower cost of the e-book, faculty felt that it was up to the 

students to decide which option to purchase.  Pam Mason-Egan requested that faculty share 

assignments regarding the College Success Factors Index (CSFI) and discovery wheel using 

the Blackboard site.  Joyce shared an activity she found regarding strengths, weaknesses, and 

resources (Staying Afloat in College).  Since the activity was not familiar to the rest of the 

cluster, Joyce agreed to ask the adjunct who used the activity to share more details and she will 

report back to the cluster. 

 

ITEM 5. Affordability Task Force 

  

 The college has established a task force to address the high costs of attending college. 

 

Discussion: Erin Sullivan shared that she was part of the Affordability Task Force and asked cluster 

members to share any suggestions on how to make college more affordable to students.  One 

suggestion was that PBSC should partner with a NON-profit bookstore, instead of a for profit 

store.  Erin also mentioned that there was a webpage devoted to disseminating information to 

the college community about affordability issues.  She suggested that we share that link with 

adjunct faculty and students.  The Power Center was mentioned as another resource for 

students. 

 

ITEM 6. Enrollment Management 

  

 The Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSI) grant includes staff devoted to helping students 

succeed in college.  Part of college success is retention which requires students to enroll in 

subsequent semesters. 

 



Discussion: Mike Sfiropoulos recounted a conversation he had with the HSI team regarding strategies 

to increase enrollment from one semester to another.  The HSI group proposed coming to all 

SLS classes to encourage students to enroll.  Since the SLS 1501 curriculum already includes 

advising information and the faculty already encourage students to enroll for the following 

semester (all part of the learning outcome and assignment devoted to educational planning), 

we felt that a full session was too much to devote to a guest speaker.  Also, logistically it did 

not seem feasible for the HSI staff to visit ALL classes.  The cluster came up with several 

suggestions: 

• HSI staff can position themselves (with laptops) around campus and help students 

enroll.  We suggested places, such as the cafeteria, library, student commons, and MLK 

plaza.   

• Use Starfish to send students reminders and reward them with Kudos when they 

follow through and enroll 

• Text students reminders (phone calls are very labor intensive and students are more 

likely to read a text then return a phone call) 

• Hold an Enrollment Kickoff Event highlighting the importance of enrolling early 

and have staff available to help students who are ready to enroll (perhaps partner with 

Financial Aid and Advising who can handle the financial and course selection questions) 
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